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Abstract

Designing interfaces for musical expressivity is unusual in
that expression often takes on an abstract, highly individualized, creative character, placing it among the most nebulous
problems addressed by the HCI community. For these reasons, expression in Music Interaction literature has been
characterized in subtly different ways depending on the
goals of a study, tools available, and modalities under consideration. We argue that there may never emerge a single
dominant definition of musical expression, yet Music Interaction and HCI researchers may benefit from a synthesis
of a wide range of perspectives used to approach various
facets of expression and related problems. This may inform
the design and evaluation of a wide range of creative tools.
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H.5.5 [Sound and Music Computing]: Methodologies and
techniques

Background

From a purely creative perspective, the observation that
musical expression continues to elude a universal definition can be liberating, yet the HCI perspective dictates an
awareness of the implications that attempting to charac-

terize expression has on the applicability of any model to
specific instruments, styles, and modalities. Prevailing models of expression often center on performer’s intention and
the listener’s perception at the conceptual level, and embed relationships to musical structure and measure timbre
modulation at the quantitative level.
Intention vs. Perception
Intention of the performer is often assumed to play the most
salient role in identifying expression in quantitative studies.
Typically, participants are asked to perform a piece of music
with several expressive intentions. A supervised machine
learning model is then trained to predict those intentions
[1] [2] [10]. In [8], Juslin notes that modeling expression as
strictly intended fails to account for variations in listener perception, while expression as strictly perceived potentially
validates any arbitrary association. Intention may indeed
be seen as primary from an HCI perspective, since recognition of intention has utility regardless of whether it is successfully communicated. However, addition of perceptual
evaluation to work previously focused on intention could
have strong design implications, particularly if an intentionperception gap is identified.
Musical Structure and Timbre
One may choose to define expression as distinct from the
composition, that is, as systematic variations of the manner in which a piece of music is played. This amounts to
rule-based variation of performance parameters affecting
timbre such as timing, tempo, dynamics, and articulation.
These score-dependent models typically aim to synthesize
rule-based expressive deviations from a nominal score or
‘unexpressive’ performance [3] [4] [8]. This assumes that
‘appropriate’ expression exists and serves to clarify the
written musical structure. This can be problematic in that
it precludes expressivity in improvisation and many con-

temporary styles [7]. Strictly score-independent expression
has been studied [1] [11] by constraining the performance
to single notes, scales, or simple melodies. This allows precise conclusions to be drawn regarding low-level timbral parameters, but sacrifices ecological validity. Score-agnostic
expression studies acknowledge that expression is inextricable from musical structure, but model expression without
using score information. These are also limited in scope,
typically employing only a few performers and musical examples. Therefore, conclusions drawn are only applicable
in their self-curated contexts and may vary considerably if
extended to a larger set of performers and musical styles.
In each of the previous methods, the sole focus on only audio signals leads to shortcomings that also reside in certain
instances of the aforementioned intention-perception gaps,
such as a pianist’s percussive key press being found indistinguishable from a non-percussive press [5]. Further, recent work has indicated the significance of visual modalities
on perception of expertise [14]. We believe this indicates
potential utility in incorporation of multi-modal data sources,
including audio, symbolic, visual, and high-resolution sensor
data related to the modes of sound production.

Potential Insights in Related Work

Music interaction is a highly interdisciplinary field which
progresses by synthesizing elements from a wide range of
perspectives and insights gained on related problems. At
Drexel’s Music & Entertainment Technology Lab (MET-lab),
our work spans the domains of music information retrieval,
quantitative performance analysis, and humanoid robotics.
In this section, we provide a brief overview of recent work
that may be of interest to music interaction researchers.
New Sources of Sensor Data
Many past studies of expressive piano performance utilizing
symbolic performance data were limited to the MIDI proto-

col, which reduces a rich variety of piano key articulations
to simple timing and velocity information, thereby obscuring
details that could potentially illuminate gaps in our knowledge of expression. In [10], McPherson developed a tool
which enabled the collection of continuous key position profiles using a modular platform and demonstrated that these
low-level position profiles could be used to sense five separate mid-level parameters of key motion, with potential utility
extending to a wide range of non-musical button interfaces.
Subsequent work [9] expanded on the theme of continuous
control in keyboard instruments via capacitive multi-touch
sensing key surfaces, which offer three degrees of freedom (key position and contact area). We believe these new
sources of high-resolution sensor data provide rich, underutilized potential for a window into the physical parameters
of sound production on keyboard instruments.
Expression and Music Information Retrieval
Much of the work by signal processing engineers at METLab has been situated in the domain of Music Information
Retrieval (MIR), often concerned with problems applicable to music recommendation systems including automatic
classification of genre and emotion. These and many other
aspects of music under study in MIR are closely related to
expression. Recorded instrument mixtures offer a larger
source of data. However, because they are less controlled,
they are often overlooked in attempting to answer general
questions regarding expression. Previous work in genre
classification has studied the general recognition of styles
in music audio signals, but few efforts have focused on the
construction of its foundational components, throughout
which expression plays a large part. In [13], Prockup chose
to first focus on modeling rhythm-related attributes of meter and ‘feel’ (e.g., ‘swing’) in music by designing targeted
acoustic features to accurately represent these attributes.
Subsequent work has expanded beyond rhythm to char-

acteristics of instrumentation (i.e., guitar distortion, vocal
timbre) and shows that understanding similarities and differences in these individual aspects of performance can lead
to a better understanding of certain musical styles.
Avoiding Encoded Biases with Feature Learning
Previous studies of musical expression have encoded implicit biases as to what constitutes expression, whether it
be in a stimulus condition (e.g. “play with a happy tone”), or
in reducing high-dimensional raw performance data (MIDI,
piano key presses, audio spectra, etc.) by computing features informed by musicological assumptions. The shortcomings of the latter assumption has led some in the MIR
community toward the adoption of feature learning methods
for the discovery of useful descriptors that might be overlooked in hand-designed feature sets. These methods avoid
bias by using minimally-processed data as inputs to computational methods for finding inherent structure, making no
assumptions about what is informative. In MET-Lab’s MIR
work, Schmidt [15] applied several variations on feature
learning methods and deep neural networks toward predicting human-annotated emotion labels. In [12], Morton used
feature learning methods based on non-negative matrix factorization and deep belief networks to study musical artist
influence. We believe this work indicates that there is much
unexplored potential utility in both prediction and analysis of
expression using feature learning methods.
Alternative Methods of Analysis-by-Synthesis
The success of analysis-by-synthesis methods has revealed perceptually salient components of musical expression, where parameterized expression is used to modify
symbolic data prior to audio synthesis, yet synthesized audio has questionable ecological validity for many musical
styles. Robotic platforms have the potential to synthesize
precise expression profiles from symbolic data while pro-

ducing an audio signal complete with the acoustic complexity missing from many synthesized instruments. Moreover,
Grunberg has utilized several humanoid robot platforms in
perceptual evaluations of synthesized motion profiles for
dancing in response to emotional content in an audio signal
[6]. We believe this indicates some potential for humanoid
platforms in synthesizing both the aural and visual aspects
of performance expression missing in synthesized audio.

Conclusions

It is apparent that no single, all-encompassing characterization of expression has emerged due to the constraints
imposed by specific instruments, modalities, methods,
and targets. While a large degree of success has been
achieved in the recognition and synthesis of expression
in controlled situations, it could be beneficial to Music Interaction researchers to be aware of the relative strengths and
weaknesses of each characterization, model, and modality. Further, recent developments and successes within and
outside the Music Interaction community indicate underutilized potential, not only in informing the next generation of
interactive musical interfaces, but in answering fundamental
questions regarding the nature of musical expression.
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